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2014 Solar Fiesta Breaks Time and
Space Barriers with Video Streaming
Gubernatorial Candidates to Speak at Fiesta
By Janet Bridgers, Solar Fiesta Manager
The New Mexico Solar Energy Association Solar
Fiestas - long regarded for high-quality information on
renewable energy - are entering a new phase with live
Internet video-streaming of some of the workshops. The
first of two Fiestas this year will be held at Santa Fe
Community College (SFCC) on April 26 and the second
in Albuquerque at CNM on September 27. One of the
Spring workshop tracks will be streaming live at http://
new.livestream.com/streamingnm/solarfiesta.
After streaming on that day, the digital content will
be archived on YouTube, where the workshops may be
accessed 24/7 with links from NMSEA and presenters’
websites. This will bring our website content into its next
phase of educational relevance, offering in-depth, reliable
and easily accessible information from world-class
experts on the how-tos of solar energy.
A good balance of classic solar energy basics and upto-the-minute policy insights will be offered on the
streamed workshops. Subjects will include achieving
100% renewable energy, PV basics and solar radiant
floors, a public policy debate, passive solar design and
analysis, and a new standard for solar heating in buildings. See the workshops schedule starting on page 8 for
the sessions in each of the four concurrent tracks. In
addition, there will be videos running in room 803.
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Also, four of the five Democratic candidates for
governor have confirmed they will attend the Fiesta and
speak in a fifth track of sessions. (See article page 11.)
The SFCC Solar Club is looking forward to presenting the workshops, exhibits and displays on their campus.
SFCC is located off Richards Avenue south of I-25 and
east of Highway 14 (south Cerrillos Rd). (See map p. 6.)
This Fiesta comes in the midst of the spring home
show season. Some notable solar companies will have
their large booths and sales staffs at the Albuquerque
Home and Garden Show that weekend, sending only a
table-top display to the SFCC Solar Fiesta. NMSEA
wishes them well at the larger show and looks forward to
their participation at the September 27 Solar Fiesta in
Albuquerque.
☼
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“Sunstainable” New Mexico
By Gary Vaughn, NMSEA President
You may have heard that Arizona basks in more
solar energy than any other state, and that poor old New
Mexico comes in second. And that’s true if you only
count total sunshine. But there’s more to solar energy
than “raw” sunshine. The wind blows from high pressure
areas (highs) to low pressure areas (lows) just like the
weather report talks about. And those highs and lows are
caused by unequal heating on the surface of the earth.
And that heat comes from the sun. So wind energy is
really solar energy - in disguise.
Arizona has relatively poor wind resources, while
New Mexico is ranked 12th nationally for its wind power
potential. So, if you add New Mexico’s solar energy
resources to its “solar in disguise” (wind) energy
resources, then New Mexico wins the total solar energy
contest by a comfortable margin. But you can’t just put
PV panels, or concentrating solar collectors, or wind
generators anywhere – geography and land availability
have to be considered. The National Renewable Energy
Lab in Colorado has already done a study documenting
solar and wind “achievable energy generation resources,”
and the result is that New Mexico blows Arizona
completely out of the sand box. We have far more solar
energy and “solar energy in disguise” than we know what
to do with. And it’s all clean, renewable, “sunstainable,”
and free.
New Mexico doesn’t win a Gold Medal very often,
but in this case it’s no contest. So what, exactly, are we
doing with this amazing gift, this bountiful and extremely
valuable, “sunstainable,” and renewable natural resource?
Yes, NM has a respectable single digit ranking for
installed PV capacity per person (although our rating has
suffered lately as other states pass us), and NM ranks
12th for installed wind generator capacity. Both of those
notable achievements are the result of the renewable
energy mandates and incentives passed by previous state
and federal administrations. These subsidies were
supposed to encourage the adoption of renewable and
“sunstainable” energy sources and drive PV and wind
system prices down – and that’s exactly what they’ve
done. But compared to New Mexico’s awesome solar
energy potential, we’re still way way behind the power
curve.
It doesn’t help that the current state administration
has rolled back building energy efficiency standards, as
well as environmental standards and is trying hard to roll
back our renewable energy standards; or that the NM
Public Regulatory Commission (PRC) recently attempted
to cut NM’s mandates for PV electricity in half and geothermal power by 2/3 by issuing a surprise “royal edict,”
without public notice and in violation of the PRC’s own
rules. And it doesn’t help that our state’s largest electric
utility, PNM, routinely exaggerates the costs and
misrepresents the benefits of solar and wind power. Don’t
believe everything you see and hear in those glitzy PNM
ads.
NMSEA

PNM is preparing to gut the thriving residential and
commercial rooftop solar industry in New Mexico and
put a stop to community solar PV projects, as well as to
city, school, tribal, and small village solar PV projects. If
you talk to a PNM VP or any other smiling PNM representative, you’ll learn that by purchasing and installing a
PV system with your own hard-earned money, and by
supplying clean “sunstainable” electricity to the PNM
grid during peak summertime demand periods, New
Mexico’s homeowners, businesses, towns, and schools
are ripping PNM off – and PNM is getting ready to start
charging us “cheaters” for that. Surely our Governor or
Attorney General or PRC Commissioners will step in and
put a stop to this PNM nonsense? Not likely.
A last-stand push-back against clean, renewable,
“sunstainable” energy is happening all across the country
- even right here in sunny New Mexico. The phrases that
pop up in recent reports about renewable energy vs
“traditional” electric utilities like PNM tell the story:
“Disruptive Challenges,” “Distributed Energy Defectors,” “Stranded Costs,” “Grid Defection,” “Grid Price
Parity,” “Erosion in Sales,” and “Solar plus Storage.” All
bad news for electric utilities.
Tesla, the successful electric car company, may
locate its new “gigafactory” for manufacturing state-ofthe-art high-capacity batteries right here in New Mexico.
Our sagging state economy could certainly use an electric
jolt from Tesla. But PNM VPs are having nightmares
about what that means for their bonus checks. Tesla’s
batteries are already being used in residential and
(Continued on page 6)
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Sun Make It Hot!
The Case for Resurrecting the Solar
Thermal Industry in NM
By Athena Christodoulou,
NMSEA Board Member
In preparation for the January 2014 meeting of the
Albuquerque NMSEA Chapter, I made a disheartening
discovery. Solar thermal for water and space heating was
dying, and maybe even dead in New Mexico. With photovoltaics leading the way as the poster child of
distributed generation of electricity, its older sibling had
fallen out of favor. In my excitement five years ago, I had
even been a partner in crime in this sad tale of sibling
rivalry. In 2009, instead of holding true to my thermal
energy roots, I had cast aside my first inclination to buy a
solar thermal system, in favor of 2kW of PV. Then, to
add insult to injury, I purchased 2kW more in 2012.
Those Renewable Energy Certificate (REC) payments,
coupled with the tax credits, were just too much
temptation.
My presentation was to be a view of the past and
future of “The Other Solar.” But even at the end of
January, my query to the NM Energy, Minerals and
Natural Resources Department (EMNRD) for information concerning the number of residential solar thermal
installations for 2013 was politely postponed until May. I
received an email response from Brian K. Johnson, PE,
Bureau Chief of Energy Technology and Engineering at
the Energy Conservation and Management Division
(ECMD) and Public Sector Co-Chair of the New Mexico
Energy Services Coalition of EMNRD. The information
couldn’t be extracted, since the “solar tax credit administrator (was) processing the large volume of solar system
certification applications typical for this time of year.” It
sounded promising, right? A large volume!
In March, Brian and I both attended a very informative technical seminar entitled “Integrating Solar Thermal
and Renewables into Hydronic Heating and Cooling” by
engineer Bristol Stickney, currently Chief Technical
Officer of SolarLogic, LLC. Bristol covered such items
as the six principles for good solar/hydronic design. He
answered the ever pressing question: flat plate or
evacuated tube - which is better? He factored in human
comfort, distribution and control strategies, as well as
using flooring as the thermal mass for energy storage. He
even clarified and demystified night sky radiation
cooling. Wow, no wonder there were so many systems
being installed.
In ensuing communications, though, Brian set me
straight about solar system certifications, for he was
“… looking to get solar thermal back on the map.
Thru December 2016 we (NM) have the 10%
state + 30% fed tax credit + GRT (Gross Receipts
Tax) exemption for solar equipment. The state tax
credit is barely being used compared to PV,
meaning there is nearly $2 million per year in
NMSEA

solar thermal incentives going unused, to expire in
a few years.”
He further suggested some areas the industry might
target, such as “counties with Property-Assessed Clean
Energy programs: the audience would be small commercial enterprises where the tax credit could be realized
through a personal income tax filing.” He also
recommended domestic hot water (DHW) and space
heating especially for “rural homes served by propane,
based on cost-effectiveness.” He included urban dwellers
like myself with natural gas water heaters, “where
converting to 50%-75% solar fraction is the right thing to
do, not just based on cost-effectiveness.”
The pre-REC photovoltaic industry - now bolstered
with net metering, grid-tie, and rock bottom panel prices flashed through my mind. In the 70s and 80s, PV was too
high-maintenance and complicated with batteries and offgrid status for the average homeowner. Only techies and
those who wanted to be left alone committed to the offgrid lifestyle. Thermal solar, however, was installed on
roofs and in garages throughout Albuquerque. You can
still see some of them, and they may still be operating.
These systems were complicated and difficult to check
for proper operation. Furthermore, many unscrupulous
and fly-by-night installers took advantage of naïve, eager
homeowners seeking a tax rebate. Reputable installers
built complicated and often cantankerous systems.
Plumbing can be tricky.
But the solar thermal industry has evolved, just as the
PV industry has. PV is now grid-tied, remotely
monitored, and has checks in place to scrutinize installation and installers. Homeowners are more informed and
rewarded by tax credits on their capital investment.
Further incentives include a reward for reducing polluting
emissions via REC credits for PNM customers and
reduced utility bills. NM residents should also appreciate
in this time of recession the extra opportunity for
electricians to make a living.
The time and conditions are right for a similar opportunity for plumbers in the solar thermal industry. It might
need a little more encouragement, though, than is
currently available. But that might be an easy fix. New
Mexico entrepreneurs and engineers have developed less
complicated systems, streamlined installation, and discovered the benefits of sensors, computers and connectivity. In certain situations large tanks for holding heated
water are no longer necessary. Systems can be engineered
on-line with a few simple keystrokes.
As previously mentioned, a 40% tax credit and GRT
exemption is still available for a few more years on the
initial purchase cost. Gas may be cheap right now, but
consider this: as the electricity industry brings gas-fired
power plants on line, what will happen? Also, if you had
heated your water with solar a few years ago when the
extreme freeze occurred, you wouldn’t have been without
hot water. If you had had floors heated by radiant solarheated water, solar hydronics, you wouldn’t have been
without heat.
(Continued on page 7)
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(“SunStainable,” continued from page 3)
commercial “solar PV plus storage” systems in other
parts of the country. PNM has used its federal and state
taxpayer subsidized “Prosperity Energy Storage Project”
to bolster its claim that PV (and wind) are “unreliable,”
and that affordable energy storage options won’t be available any time soon. Wouldn’t it be ironic if the battery
factory that proves PNM completely wrong is located at
Mesa del Sol just south of Albuquerque? On a clear day,
PNM VPs might even be able to see the Tesla
“gigafactory” from their HQ board room.
When New Mexicans have the option to choose
electrical energy “liberty and freedom” instead of
electrical energy “indentured servitude” by simply
deciding to generate and store their own electricity, while
at the same time significantly reducing their electricity
bill compared to what PNM wants to charge them, do you
suppose some NM families and businesses will become
“Ex-PNM energy users” (PNM-Xers)? An idea that’s
bound to catch on, don’t you think?
☼
Gary Vaughn, PE, is an
Electrical Engineer and
President of NMSEA. He has
led the SunChaser school
education program for years
and dedicated many hours to
sustaining the organization,
including the development of
a new website.

Off-grid Passive and PV
Solar Home
With automatic 6.5kw backup generator

For lease in Rio Rancho
3 bedrooms, 2 baths
$1,100 / month, available mid-May
Available furnished or unfurnished
Call Carl at 505-307-0370

Energy Investments
Closing share prices compared to the DOW index:
04/11/14

2/21/14
04/11/13
First Solar (FSLR):
$67.59
$55.93
$36.95
Market Vectors, Solar Energy ETF (KWT):
77.64
$85.71
$39.17
Dow Jones Industrial Average ($INDU)
16,027
16,103
14,865

Crude Oil//barrel (NYMEX futures)
$103.74
$102.20
$93.51
$4.62

Natural Gas/mmBtu
$6.14

$4.14

$3.01

Gasoline/gal
$2.83

$2.83

NG and gasoline are national averages.
Selected prices provided for relative information,
only; NMSEA does not recommend specific investments. All investments involve risk; invest cautiously.
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(Sun Make It Hot! continued from page 5)
I have a couple of suggestions to make adding solar
thermal more attractive to your personal renewables
portfolio:
Rebate from Gas Company - Currently, NM Gas
Company offers a rebate of $375 “when you have a
licensed and insured participating contractor install a high
efficiency, ENERGY STAR certified tankless water
heater in your home.” (http://www.nmgco.com/energy_
efficiency). These typically have an efficiency factor
around 95%. My gas-fired boiler has a 72% rated
efficiency. I would need 23% of my heating loads
supplied by solar to reach a 95% equivalent efficiency.
With an average household DHW load of 58 therms a
month, that would translate to 13.5 therms of boiler
offset. Considering the boiler inefficiency, I would need
approximately 10 therms of hot water heated by the sun.
Consulting a local solar thermal system designer (Claudia
Pavel of SolarLogic LLC), I learned that I would be able
to accomplish this amount of heating with a system
involving at least 32 sqft of flat plate collectors. A single
4ft x 8ft flat plate panel system would effectively
increase my boiler efficiency to 95% for DHW purposes.
Increase State Tax Incentive – With much of the $2
million of tax credits going unclaimed annually in NM,
why doesn’t the state increase the credit from a 10% tax

NMSEA

credit to 35% and maintain the maximum cap of $9,000?
Now for a bit of clarification. A solar thermal energy
system refers, according to Wikipedia, to “a technology
for harnessing solar energy for thermal energy (heat)
requirements in industries, residential sector and commercial setup.” The DHW system I analyzed is only a
small part of the entire spectrum of what could be considered a solar thermal system. For the typical homeowner,
though, hydronic heating and DHW systems have the
most chance to be integrated. Even better, a solar dryer
(i.e. outdoor clothes line) “has the fastest payback of any
residential solar appliance.” (Thank you Jim Palmer.)
Gary Vaughn could give us all a lesson on solar baking,
especially my favorite, chocolate chip cookies. Dave
Menicucci is an expert on the industrial side, and Mark
Chalom and Bristol Stickney know all about night sky
radiation - hydronic cooling (not exactly solar heating,
but the inverse).
Lastly, NMSEA has the opportunity to educate
homeowners on the ins and outs of the process, just as we
did for PV before the community colleges began their
installer programs. We could encourage homeowners to
make informed decisions and let others work the
advocacy angle. So, be on the lookout for Solar Fiesta,
Albuquerque Chapter meetings, and further articles
touting “the other solar,” and bring it back into the solar
family fold.
☼
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Join the Solar Fiesta live workshops on the Internet Saturday, April 26, at
http://new.livestream.com/streamingnm/solarfiesta
SPRING SOLAR FIESTA WORKSHOPS
BY TRACK
All workshops take place Saturday, April 26, at SFCC.

TRACK 2 – Too Good to Miss

Solar Projects on State Lands
10:15-11:15 Room 805
Ray Powell, New Mexico State Land Commissioner.

TRACK 1 – Live Streaming Workshops

Solar Financing - Coming Soon to Your City

100% Renewable
9am - 10am
Music Room
Randy Sadewic, President, Positive Energy Solar, presents an optimistic vision of how to go “100% renewable.”
www.positiveenergysolar.com

1:15 to 2:15
Room 805
Ken Hughes, energy specialist with State of New
Mexico, describes how a new financing system may soon
come to Santa Fe, the City Different.

PV Basics + Solar Radiant Floors
10:15 – 11:15 Music Room
Mark Johnson, President, Sol Luna Solar and this year’s
primary workshop sponsor, explains the basics of photovoltaic solar installations, plus a new look at solarsupported radiant flooring.
www.sollunasolar.com
Public Policy Debate: NM’s Renewable Energy Portfolio
11:30 – 1:00 Music Room
Four experts bring their insights into what lies ahead for
the state’s renewable energy portfolio. Participants
include the Hon. Brian Egolf, NM State Rep., District 47,
and Chair of the House Energy and Nat’l Resources
Committee; Hon. Valerie Espinosa, PRC Commissioner
from District 3; Gerard Ortiz, VP of Regulatory Affairs,
PNM; and Randy Sadewic, President, Positive Energy
Solar.
The Mathematics of a Passive Solar Home and How to
Get a Building Permit
1:15 – 2:15
Music Room
Mark Chalom, Architect and ASES Solar Pioneer discloses some flaws in the “official” records of passive
solar building design and analysis.
www.markchalom.com
Policy Debate Analysis
2:30 – 3:30 Music Room
Two former New Mexico PRC Commissioners, Doug
Howe and Jason Marks, discuss the public policy debate
held earlier at 11:30. Their insights into the players and
the processes will make this a very interesting session.
The New Standard for Solar Thermal Heating in Buildings
3:45 – 4:45
Music Room
Bristol Stickney, Partner - SolarLogic
Learn about the latest fusion of solar hot water and the
Internet from the “guru” of solar thermal in New Mexico.
NMSEA

Energy Schemes and Scams
2:30pm – 3:30 pm
Room 805
Allan Sindelar, Founder and Chief Technical Officer for
Positive Energy Solar joins us for "breakthroughs" that
are just too good to be true. Some reality checks before
you sign your checks. Bring lots of questions!

Community Solar at NM's Electric Co-ops
3:45 – 4:45
Room 805
Luis Reyes, CEO, Kit Carson Electric
NM's Electric Co-ops do thing differently than investorowned utilities. A few are offering their customers
options that the big boys prefer to ignore. Kit Carson
Electric is the most "RE-friendly" electric co-op in NM.
TRACK 3 – Global Warming

Global Warming - the Moral and Ethical Issues
10:15 – 11:15 Room 807
Larry Rasmussen, the Reinhold Niebuhr Professor
Emeritus of Social Ethics at Union Theological Seminary, New York, helps us explore the moral, ethical and
yes, spiritual questions inter-twined with Global Warming.
Energy at the Crossroads - How WE make a difference!
1:15 – 2:15
Room 807

Muriel Nagasi, Executive Director and President of
New Energy Economy, presents insights into our
energy future, what we can do to shape it.
Climate Change and the Water and Energy Future in
NM
2:30 – 3:30
Room 807
William Brown is a consultant on global warming,
climate change, energy science, and now a featured
speaker as part of Al Gore’s Climate Reality Project. The
news about water’s future in NM may not be good, but
facing the facts is.
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Tracking Past Droughts via Tree Rings
3:45 - 4:45
Room 807
Gary Funkhouser, NM Department of Transportation,
Archeology Office.
TRACK 4 – RE Progress

Selling Renewable Power
9:00 – 10:00 a.m.
Room 813
Greg Kaufman, Project Director of the Jemez Pueblo
Renewable Energy Projects, offers insights into what the
Pueblo has learned about generating and selling energy.

Energy Storage 101
1:15 – 2:15 Room 813
NMSEA President Gary Vaughn and Board
Members Rolf Nitsche will team up to offer those of
us who don’t know much about energy storage to
learn more, from the basics to the latest.
Economic Benefits of RE and Green Business
2:30 – 3:30 Room 813
Craig O’Hare, Energy Specialist, County of Santa Fe,
and Glen Schiffbauer, Executive Director of the Santa Fe
Green Chamber of Commerce, team to offer new insights
into the value of sustainability and a clean energy economy.

The Electric Vehicle Panel
3:45 – 4:45 Room 813
Monte Ogdahl and Tom Solomon offer a fun panel from
three enthusiastic electric vehicle owners, from do-ityourself conversion packages, to the Tesla.

Video Shows (all day):
Watershed by Robert Redford
9:15 to 11:15 Video Room (803)
This beautifully produced documentary describes the
history and future of the Colorado River watershed, from
its source in Colorado to the Gulf of California. Episodes
of Renewable New Mexico will follow in the afternoon.
☼

Hybrid 2 Plugin
(Website coming April 20)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A Hybrid can be custom upgraded to your needs.
Your customized Hybrid can get 100 to 500 mpg.
Drive 10 to 50 mi. on electric with no range anxiety.
Go as fast & far on electric as customized, then the
Prius automatically switches back to Hybrid mode.
Conversions can be charged from standard outlets.
Economical at a few cents a mile for electricity.
Environmentally excellent if you charge with RE.
This system does not interfere with the Prius system.
See and test drive a Hybrid Plugin upgrade soon.
Special incentives at the Santa Fe Solar Fiesta.
Check Website for other presentations and shows.

solpwr@plateautel.net
575.422.2268 or Cell 505.699.3044

NMSEA
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Gubernatorial Candidates
to Visit Solar Fiesta

A Letter to the NM PRC
By Athena Christodoulou,
NMSEA Board Member

By Janet Bridgers,
Solar Fiesta Manager
Four of the five Democratic candidates for governor
are scheduled to speak at Solar Fiesta on April 26 at
Santa Fe Community College. They are as follows:
10:15a.m. Lawrence Rael, former Chief Administrative
Officer for the City of Albuquerque
1:15p.m. Linda Lopez, NM State Senator
2:30p.m. Alan Webber, retired Santa Fe businessman
3:45p.m. Bruce King, NM Attorney General
Both Governor Susana Martinez and State Senator
Howie Morales have been invited, but have not
responded as of the writing of this article. The Democrat’s primary election will be held June 3, after which,
one of the candidates will face Governor Martinez in the
November 4 general election.
According to the October 4, 2013, article by
Albuquerque Business First, “New Mexico has nearly
25,000 employed in renewable energy jobs. And more
than $650 million in investments producing power.”
These numbers make renewable energy one of the few
industries in New Mexico that has added jobs since the
2008 recession. It is one of the few industries that is
creating jobs that pay enough and offer a bright enough
future to keep talented young people from leaving the
state. These are major issues being debated by the
gubernatorial candidates at other forums. While the Solar
Fiesta will not provide a debate forum for them, it will
give them a chance to describe their platforms and meet
with voters during the one-hour slot each is given.
The challenge for elected officials, particularly
members of the Public Regulatory Commission, is
deciding where the renewable energy that the State’s
Renewable Energy Portfolio prescribes will come from.
This subject will be covered in depth during the Public
Policy Debate at 11:30 a.m. at the Solar Fiesta, which
will be live streamed at https://new.livestream.com/
streamingnm/solarfiesta.
☼

Janet Bridgers is a longtime member of NMSEA
and is currently VicePresident, as well as
Solar Fiesta Manager.
Her dedication and hard
work on this and previous
Solar Fiestas is very
much appreciated by the
Board and the
membership.
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On March 26th quite independently and feistily, I presented my concerns about the proposed PNM 2014
Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) and the status of solar
thermal to the Public Regulation Commission (PRC) in
their open meeting. After extolling the merits of NMSEA
as the “brain trust” for solar and sustainability in NM, I
read and presented the commissioners with the following
letter:
NMPRC Commissioners Espinoza, Hall, BecentiAguilar, Lyons, and Montoya:
As Public regulatory commissioners you are tasked
with making decisions affecting the present and future of
New Mexico. Not only in the arena of making sure
constituents are reliably and fairly served, but in other
more far-reaching consequences.
As to the PNM-proposed San Juan Replacement plan
of 40MW new PV, 134 MW nuclear from existing Palo
Verde 3 (PV3), 78 MW of coal switched from unit 3 to
unit 4, and 177 MW of new gas generation located at San
Juan with the resulting IRP, I wonder the following:
The Plan: Yes, it is cheaper than the EPA plan,
but is it the cheapest option for NM? What about looking
at solar and wind as one resource for peaking capacity?
Photovoltaics: Why does the cost always include
only the initial capital cost and not the savings in
operational and maintenance costs? Why are there such
high costs, considering recent news of $0.04/kWh PV
installations in Palo Alto, California.
Nuclear: Does their dr ought analysis include a
drought in Arizona? It only has a 7-day water supply onsite and is reliant on reclaimed wastewater from nearby
cities for cooling. Is this lease for less than 10 years, so
new technology can be implemented?
Coal: Why are we committing to any more dirty long
-term coal? California has abandoned any new long-term
coal for a very good reason. Does using Unit 4 commit us
to paying for upgrades and SCR equipment for that unit?
Gas: What about gas tr anspor tation affecting
transport of foodstuffs, as well as transportation accidents
involving gas? Is there any possibility of a co-located
solar thermal plant for more carbon offset? Sure, gas
prices are low now, but many states are adding gas plants
to the grid.
Is it possible PNM will be encouraging more Distributed Generation and community solar by not taking a
more aggressive stance on solar with energy storage?
Speaking to the engineers on the Prosperity Project, one
gets a very different picture than when talking to policy
and business management. How much can costs be cut,
(Continued on page 13)
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(A Letter to the NM PRC, continued from page 11)
using lessons learned, on new storage facility and
substation sizing? At least 15% and maybe 25%?
Though the IRP projects through 20 years, there is no
storage in the mix, even though their expert indicates
very possible storage price/technology breakthrough in
10 years or less. Doesn’t that make a case for short lease
time on PV3 (Palo Verde) and/or Unit 4?
PNM does not compare apples to apples when
presenting the San Juan replacement plan in the IRP w/
Palo Verde 3 and w/out Palo Verde with regard to reserve
capacity. How does that affect their cost results?
After all those questions, though, I really do get why
PV3. It is a safer investment plan for an industry facing
extreme change. By only building one gas plant PNM
reduces their risk of another asset unneeded and
unwanted after less than its expected life cycle.
NM Gas appears on the verge of being bought by
Florida-based TECO Energy Company. You are conducting hearings this week. I wonder in regard to solar
thermal:
Yes, we do reduce electric energy generation
capacity needed from PNM by switching to gas water
heaters. However, aren’t we just moving the pollution
emissions from a point source (coal-fired, gas) to
distributed emissions in our own homes? Aren’t we now
emitting year-long instead of just the winter months?
With solar resources so plentiful in NM?
TECO is promising no price increase until 2017.
What is the plan for the following 17 years? What will
happen if there is another unexpected freeze in NM? Will
your constituents be left out in the cold again?
Wouldn’t this buyout be a good opportunity to
increase our economic base with more aggressive support
of thermal solar and encouraging more jobs in another
profession hit hard by the real estate bust - plumbers especially with new advances in controls and system
design made here in NM?
The NM Energy, Minerals and Natural Resources
Department notes that “Thru December 2016 we have the
10% state + 30% fed tax credit + GRT (Gross Receipts
Tax) exemption for solar equipment. The state tax credit
is barely being used compared to PV, meaning there is
nearly $2 million per year in solar thermal incentives
going unused, to expire in a few years.” (Email received
Fri, Mar 14, 2014 at 2:41 PM, Johnson, Brian K.,
EMNRD Brian.K.Johnson@ state.nm.us.
I don’t even begin to have answers to these questions,
but it is better to ask and proceed knowing the risks and
planning for these risks.

especially off-grid. It would be a good opportunity for
someone to arrange a meeting and give a class, because
off-grid irrigation and pumping is prime for solar
applications in rural settings. And though I invited them
to the Solar Fiestas, maybe if you invite them as their
constituent, they might attend and become “enlightened.”
☼

Athena Christodoulou is on
the NMSEA Board of
Directors. She is a Civil and
Environmental Engineer with
and understanding of
nanoscience, passive solar
adobe home design, and PV
installation. She is currently
working as a CEO of a startup company involved in
renewable energy.

☼

(signed) Athena Christodoulou
New Mexico resident, NMSEA voting board member,
concerned scientist, and parent.
I remained for a few of the public hearings and left
with the impression that those in rural NM and the PRC
would benefit from a basic introduction to photovoltaics,
NMSEA
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UNM Divestiture
By Janet Bridgers, NMSEA Vice President
Tilting at windmills has long been a favorite of mine.
And given enough time, it can be successful. Why, the
World Court just told Japan it can’t continue whaling in
Antarctica under the guise of “scientific research.” I’ve
only supported that campaign for the past 33 years.
So, it was no surprise to me that the new campaign to
“persuade” the UNM Board of Regents to divest of oil
and gas stocks was off to a modest start on April 8 with
the attendance at the UNM Board of Regents meeting of
approximately 35 people, and a petition with 2500
signatures, organized by 350.org. There were several
familiar faces in the crowd. It was a dignified
presentation. Tom Solomon of 350.org was able to distill
his presentation to the regents into slightly over three
minutes, while other supporters stood quietly along the
side of the room.
“Divestiture” is the name given to describe the
process by which concerned individuals persuade universities, religious organizations, municipalities and other
large institutions that it is immoral to hold stock in
investment portfolios that further an agenda foreign to the
basic goals of those institutions. In this case, UNM, the
flagship educational institution in New Mexico, which
purports to work toward the betterment of the State of
New Mexico, is fostering climate change and crippling
drought in this arid state through the $360 million
endowment that it currently has invested in the fossil fuel
industry.
Divestiture was famously effective in helping to end
apartheid in South Africa. Of course, we don’t have many
years to make this battle happen without New Mexico
becoming literally as dry as a bone, but it is a way for
those who have influence with major institutions as
stockholders, alumni, and board members to create
leverage without having to hit the streets in protest.
It’s another tool in the tool box. And one should use
whichever one best suits, and quickly.
☼

NMSEA YouTube Channel
See the entire
Renewable New Mexico
Video Series at

ABQ Chapter Meetings
The public and NMSEA members are invited to
join us on the 4th Tuesday of every month for a
couple of hours of "energy" and education. On May
27th we will talk about radiant heating and cooling
systems, including radiant heat pumps. For June
24th the topic will be electric vehicles (plug-in and
go). We meet at 6:00PM at the REI store, 1550
Mercantile Ave NE, 87107. We have a variety of
speakers and expert-led discussions at each meeting.
Come hang out with other concerned citizens to
learn how you can do your part, as we all transition
toward a more sustainable lifestyle. Share your
project successes with us! Experts and novices are
all encouraged to attend. NMSEA monthly Chapter
Meetings are FREE and open to the public. We hope
that you will join us!

☼

www.youtube.com/user/NMSolarEnergy
Thanks to a grant from Google.
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Mission Statement: We promote clean, renewable energy and sustainability in
New Mexico through education, empowerment, collaboration and advocacy.
Please consider investing your time and/or money
toward solar energy education through NMSEA.
Vision Statement: We envision a thriving, bio-diverse earth, with civilization
powered by clean, renewable and sustainable energy from the sun.

Coming Events
April 26

Spring Solar Fiesta 2014, Satur day, at Santa Fe Community College, Santa Fe, NM.

May 13

Board of Directors Meeting, Tuesday, NMSEA office, 1009 Br adbury Dr. SE, Albuquerque, 87106.
Meeting at 5:30 PM, starting with potluck dinner. Members welcome.

May 27
& June 24

Albuquerque Chapter Meetings, Four th Tuesdays at REI, 1550 Mercantile NE, 6:00 to 8:00 PM.

Sept. 27

Fall Solar Fiesta 2014, Satur day, at CNM Wor kfor ce Tr aining Center , Albuquer que, NM.
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